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OVERVIEW
Many, skeptical that deep learning,
computer vision, or, broadly speaking,
artificial intelligence (AI), will change
health care in general and radiology in
particular, cite the failure of computer-
aided diagnosis inmammography.We
will review the history ofCAD, analyze
why CAD failed in mammography,
and conjecture how future CAD
platforms can succeed. To understand
howAI canwork, wemust understand
why CAD failed.

WHY CAD FAILED IN
MAMMOGRAPHY
The potential for computers to
interpret medical images has been
conjectured, especially over the last
decade. Although there have been
pivotal moments, perhaps one of the
more defining moments of this vision
was when AlphaGo (DeepMind, Al-
phabet, London, UK), a computer
program using deep neural networks,
beat the professional champions of
Go [1]. The machine’s victory over
humans instigated an exploration of
utility of deep learning platforms in
data-rich fields such as radiology. To
understand how neural networks can
successfully interpret medical images,
we must understand why their prim-
itive versions failed. The case we will
discuss is the computer-aided detec-
tion of cancer on mammograms.

History
Automated computer-aided diag-
nosis (CAD) comprises CADe
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(computer-aided detection) and
CADx (computer-aided diagnosis).
CAD is a multistep process. The
data input is the mammogram image
where abnormalities in breast tissue,
such as clustered microcalcifications
and masses, are detected using
CADe. Then CADx classifies these
abnormalities using quantitative
tools assessing features such as spatial
density and regularity of cluster. The
likelihood of malignancy is estimated
using an automated trained classifier
program. Finally, the areas of
concern on the mammogram are
flagged by the computer for the
attention of the interpreter [2]. The
computer, like the interpreter, must
make a choice between overcalling
false-positives and undercalling false-
negatives. The original intention was
that CAD discriminate benign from
malignant lesions with a high accu-
racy and limit false-positives [3].

The FDA approved CAD in
mammography in1998 [3].TheCMS
approved reimbursement for CAD in
2002, when PACSs were being rapidly
adopted. The convergence of reim-
bursement and new technology facili-
tated the implementation of CAD,
and by 2010, approximately 74% of
mammography interpretations uti-
lized CAD [4].

The optimism of CAD was
justified by initial studies comparing
CAD to double readers, which
concluded that CAD can increase
cancer detection rates, even if only
by small amounts ranging from 2%
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to 10%, and accelerate detection of
cancer by 2 months. The only issue
was its cost-effectiveness [5-7].
However, as data emerged, the
utility of CAD was questioned [8,9].

Failure of CAD
From a radiologist’s perspective,
CAD was a “second reader,” or a
“spell-checker,” which compelled
radiologists to look at every region
flagged [10]. Subsequent studies
found that CAD neither encouraged
radiologists to change their decisions
nor improved their accuracy [11].

A limitation of earlier studies that
examined the utility of CAD was the
radiologist’s learning curve. The
utility of CAD arguably depended
on the skill of the radiologist. This
confounder was adjusted for in the
most exhaustive review of impact of
CAD by Lehman et al, who examined
more than 495,000 mammograms
interpreted by CAD [12].

The researchers incorporated
studies of, and adjusted for, a variety of
subgroups, including but not limited
to age, breast density, menopausal
status, and time since last mammo-
gram. The researchers were unable to
find improved outcomes with CAD.
However, for every true-positive
cancer detected by CAD there were
more false-positives, which had to be
ignored by radiologists. CAD did not
help radiologists who already had a
high sensitivity. Far from being
helpful, CAD was like a monkey on
the shoulder of radiologists, who
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subsequently had to silence the several
false predictions suggested by CAD.

Not only did CAD increase the
recalls without improving cancer
detection [13], but, in some cases,
even decreased sensitivity by missing
some cancers, particularly non-
calcified lesions. CAD could lull the
novice reader into a false sense of
security [7,12]. Thus, CAD had
both lower sensitivity and lower
specificity, a nonredeeming quality
for an imaging test.

There were technical reasons for
CAD’s inferior performance. The
processing power of the first versions
of CAD was limited, which limited
the analysis of different views of
mammograms and review of old im-
aging [10]. Although the radiologist
could compare mammograms to old
studies, limitations in processing po-
wer prevented CAD from doing so.

The key issue was that CADx
platform was developed using super-
vised learning. In supervised learning,
the computer is trained on samples
with known pathology (truth) and
then tested for its ability to predict the
likelihood of malignancies in a test
sample (truth and lies). Despite the
allure of supervision, the pedagogy is
not neutral. Because the computer
sees more cancers during its training
than its test, there is verification bias,
and the specificity drifts [14,15].

Complicating the computer’s ed-
ucation is the fact that imaging
interpretation varies considerably
between radiologists [16,17]. Radi-
ologists are not the most consistent of
teachers. The truth sometimes lied.

Because CAD was marked as a
“second pair of eyes,” it was marketed
as a “second set of revenue generators”
to imaging centers. After CMS
approved reimbursement for
CAD, vendors advertised a >$7
reimbursement for every dollar
invested in CAD [14].
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Meanwhile, costs of breast cancer
screening continued to increase, and
according to recent estimates are $1
billion annually in the Medicare
population alone [18]. Though CAD
may be cheaper than double reads by
radiologists [19,20], CAD adds a tab
of $400 million per year compared
with interpretation by a single radi-
ologist [12]. Improving a radiologist’s
area under the receiver operating
characteristics curve costs, but CAD
costs without improving the receiver
operating characteristics.

In summary, we believe CAD
failed because of insufficient process-
ing power and supervised learning.
Its widespread implementation
unmasked the lack of its effectiveness.
FUTURE APPLICATIONS:
WHY CAD 2.0 MIGHT NOT
FAIL
Only 84% of breast cancers are
detected by interpreting radiologists.
The 16% of cancers that are missed by
radiologists likely reflect limitations in
image perception by the human eye
[21]. AI can help if we focus on the
unique features of the missed cancers.

CAD failed, in no small part,
because it was recruited to do what ra-
diologists already do well—pick up the
84% of cancers. In screening for breast
cancer, AI should function not as a
second pair of eyes, but as a Hubble
telescope, to see what we cannot see.

What should be done differently?
CAD 2.0 should retrieve and

manage data for the radiologist. Its
role should be quantitative analysis.
Rather than replicate large-scale
maps, CAD 2.0 should zoom into
the areas of blindness. Radiologists
know their blind spots. One example
is the dense breast, which is known
to reduce the sensitivity of the
mammogram to dangerously low
levels [22]. Another example is pa-
tients with reconstructed breasts. A
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radiologist’s largest blind spot is what
imaging cannot see, and this includes
information from the “-omics” such
as proteomics and genomics.

The major shift, owing to more
powerful graphical processing units,
is the change from supervised learning
to unsupervised learning. AI will no
longer be bound to radiologists for
determination of the truth, but may,
through its own pattern-learning
abilities (which will get better with
time and sample) teach radiologists
what they are liable to miss.

As AI figures stuff out on mam-
mograms, the lesions can be
compared with and clustered with
similar lesions that have known pa-
thology. Then, using content-based
image retrieval, these lesions can
then be presented to the radiologist
with a set of images that share similar
features and have known pathology
[23]. That is, AI can create a Tower of
Babel of mammograms, ultimately
giving radiologists interpreting
mammograms a reliable dichotomous
answer—benign or malignant.

As computer power doubles in
short periods of time [24], CAD 2.0
could be applied to not just one view of
the same image, but also into different
views, prior images, and even non-
imagingdata, such as pathology images.

Newer technologies can use
“transfer learning” where algorithms
developed on a certain data
set—for example, one image-view
mammograms—are applied to
different data sets [25]. Perhaps the
biggest application for this technol-
ogy will be in breast tomosynthesis
[26]. Even traditional CAD is
promising in tomosynthesis [27].
Deep learning has been used in
tomosynthesis with success [25].

There are lessons to learn from the
failure of CAD 1.0, but CAD should
not be written off. With greater
computing power, unsupervised
of the American College of Radiology
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learning, and amalgamation of infor-
mation from disparate sources, CAD
2.0 may succeed, particularly where
radiologists fail.
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